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1.  Diffuse X-ray emission from star forming 
clouds 

2.  X-ray emission from low mass PMS stars 

  Coronae �  (Results from COUP, XEST, DROXO) 

  Accretion 

  Jets 

3.  Effects of X-rays on circumstellar disks 



Found in high mass SFR: 

Orion (Guedel et al. 2008), 
NGC2024 (Ezoe et al. 2006), 
M17 (Townsley et al. 2003), 
Rosette (Wang et al. 2009), 
Westerlund 1 (Muno et al. 2006), 
Carina Nebula (Ezoe et al. 2009), 
RCW38 (Wolk et al. 2002, 2006), 
NGC6334 (Ezoe et al. 2006), 
30 Dor (LMC; Townsley et al. 2006)  

M17 
Blue: Chandra 
Red: Spitzer 

Townsley et al. (2003)  
T ~ 1-10 MK  

LX = 3.4 1033 ergs/s 

Wind-wind, wind-cloud collision  



Fig. 2B), we see that the x-ray feature fills in the
areas between the infrared structures formed by
dense warm dust, such as the shocks (6) in the
west and bright lanes in the south of the cavity.

The spectrum of the extended emission (Fig. 3)
shows a strong (unresolved) O VII line triplet at
0.55 keV, indicative of 1 to 2 MK plasma. Fitting
the derived x-ray spectra with a hot plasma mod-
el reveals a dominant temperature of 1.7 to 2.1 MK
(16). The observed x-ray luminosity is propor-
tional to the product of the square of the elec-
tron density, ne, and the volume, V, the so-called
volume emission measure (EM = ne

2V), for
which the spectral fit found 1.5 ! 1054 ± 0.3 !
1054 cm!3 (SD) and 1.9 ! 1054 ± 0.3 ! 1054 cm!3

for the northern and southern area, respectively.
Emission from hotter plasma is also present in
the spectrum but has been successfully modeled
as residual counts from the (incompletely) ex-
cised point sources that show much harder
emission than our extended structure (16). The
much harder stellar emission and the absence of
a dense group of young stars in this region in
the Spitzer images show that the soft x-rays
cannot be unresolved stellar emission but are
genuinely diffuse.

Chandra has not detected any diffuse x-ray
emission in the central Huygens region (17),
most likely because the dense veil of neutral gas
located in front of this region, but not of the
EON, absorbs soft x-rays. The very low neutral
gas column densities we measured in the spectra
of the two regions of observed diffuse x-ray emis-
sion [NH = 4.1 ! 1020 ± 0.7 ! 1020 cm!2 for the
northern region and "1020 cm!2 at the 1s level for
the southern region] support this view and con-
clusively demonstrate that the hot plasma is located
in front of the dense molecular gas and therefore
also the rather thin, optically visible ionization
front on the surface of the molecular cloud.

The energy requirement to heat the large-scale
x-ray emitting plasma is severe. The absorption-
corrected intrinsic x-ray luminosity of the ob-

served diffuse source isLX = 5.5 ! 1031 erg s!1 in
the 0.1- to 10-keV range (or #3.4 ! 1031 erg s!1

pc!2; additional absorbed radiation may be
present). Although massive molecular flows em-
anate from within the embedded cloud region,
their velocities are typically <100 km s!1 (18), too
slow to shock-heat the gas to the observed tem-
peratures. The total power in fast microjets ejected
by the numerous young stars falls short of the
observed x-ray power by about two orders of
magnitude (4). The structure of the Orion Nebula,
its young age [#3 My (19)], and the absence of
radio shell structures (9) argue against a hot

supernova bubble such as those observed in star-
forming regions in the Large Magellanic Cloud
(20). The only efficient energy source is provided
by the fast winds from the hot Trapezium stars.
The wind from q1 Ori C alone has a kinetic en-
ergy rate Lw = ṀVw

2/2 # 7 ! 1035 erg s!1 [Ṁ #
8 ! 10!7 M! year!1 is the mass-loss rate (21),
and Vw # 1650 km s!1 is the wind terminal ve-
locity (21)], i.e., four orders of magnitude larger
than the observed LX; the high velocity wind can
easily heat the observed plasma.

The ionization structure and dynamics of
the Orion Nebula is very complex and not easily

Fig. 2. The Orion Nebula with its
hot gas bubble. The x-ray image (A)
is color-coded for photon energies
in the 0.3 to 7.3 keV range (red to
blue). The diameter of each of the
near-circular fields is 30 arc min
(3.5 pc), and the angular resolu-
tion is about 5 arc sec. (B) On the
same scale, the excess diffuse emis-
sion in the 0.3- to 1-keV band with
respect to the hard band extracted
from the longest observation (16)
in blue, overlaid on a composite
4.5-mm (green channel) and 5.8-mm
(red channel) mid-infrared image
from the Spitzer Space Telescope.
X-ray point sources have been re-
moved, and the residual image has
been adaptively smoothed (16). The
intensity scale is logarithmically com-
pressed. The white contour shows
the detector field of view for this x-ray observation. IRAC, Infrared Array Camera. North is up, and west is to the right.
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Fig. 3. X-ray spectra of the diffuse emission. The red and black spectrum refer to, respectively, the
northern bright patch and the southern more-extended structure in Fig. 2. The error bars attached to
each data point reflect 1s errors from counting statistics. The solid histograms represent a model fit to
the spectra on the basis of emission from a thermal plasma (16). The bottom graph gives the fit
residuals. The green spectrum shows the contribution from stellar x-rays to the spectrum of the northern
diffuse emission.
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T ~ 2MK   
 LX = 5.5 1031 ergs/s 



1.  Diffuse X-ray emission from star forming 
clouds 

2.  X-ray emission from low mass PMS stars 

  Coronae �  (Results from COUP, XEST, DROXO) 

  Accretion 

  Jets 

3.  Effects of X-rays on circumstellar disks 



  Known T Tauri stars bright X-ray sources  
  LX ~ 1030 ergs s-1 

  A number of other other X-ray sources also 
detected: Weak line T-Tauri Stars (WTTS) 

E.g.” Tautus-Aurigae, Ophiucus, Corona Australis, Chamaeleon 
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Feigelson & Kriss (1989) 

Gahm (1980); Feigelson and Decampli (1981); Feigelson and 
Kriss (1981); Walter and Kuhi (1981); Feigelson and Kriss 
(1983); Montmerle et al. (1983); Mundt et al. (1983); Walter 
and Kuhi (1984); Herbig, Vrba and Rydgren (1986); Walter 
(1986); Walter et al. (1987); Feigelson et al. (1987); Walter et 
al. (1988); Feigelson and Kriss (1989); Damiani et al. (1990); 
Walter (1992);Walter et al. (1994);Walter et al. (1997). 

Chamaeleon I  



 Montmerle et al. 1983 (Einstein IPC  data) 





850 ks  Chandra 
on Orion Nebula Cluster (~ 1Myr) 

PI:  E. Feigelson 

13 papers in ApJS Special Issue 160 
and several others 

1616  X-ray sources 
of which >1300 cloud members 



19 x 30 ks  XMM-Newton 
in Taurus Molecular cloud 
( + 9 XMM-Newton fields  
              in Taurus from archive) 

PI:  M. Guedel 

15 papers in A&A Special Issue 468 

126  cloud members detected, 
  33 cloud members undetected 



500 ks  XMM-Newton 
on ρ Oph core F 

PI: S.  Sciortino 

2 paper published, 
several others in prep. 

111  X-ray sources 

~ 0.5 Myr PMS stars 



422 K. R. Briggs et al.: The X-ray activity-rotation relation in Taurus-Auriga

Fig. 7. The ratio of X-ray and stellar luminosities plotted as a function of Rossby number. Grey filled circles show late-type main sequence stars
studied by Pizzolato et al. (2003); grey open squares show T Tauri stars in the Orion Nebula Cluster studied by Preibisch et al. (2005); black circles
and triangles show, respectively, non-accreting and accreting T Tauri stars in Taurus-Auriga in the present study. The filled black symbols show
stars with measured photometric rotation periods; the open black symbols have periods derived fromv sin i measurements and are e!ectively upper
limits to the Rossby number. The grey leftward-pointing arrows represent periods derived fromv sin i measurements in Pizzolato et al. (2003). The
black rightward-pointing arrows show cases where only upper limits to the convective turnover time could be estimated.

The T Tauri stars in Taurus-Auriga are concentrated to higher
Rossby numbers than those in the ONC. This is mainly due to
lower-mass T Tauri stars, whose rotational properties are poorly
studied in Taurus-Auriga, but which form a large population
in the ONC and are mostly fast-rotating. The ONC stars have
a larger scatter in LX/L! (Fig. 7) and the ONC accretors and
non-accretors have much more overlap in LX/L! (not shown
in Fig. 7) than those in Taurus-Auriga. This could indicate that
younger T Tauri stars experience greater X-ray variability, or it
could reflect di"culties in estimating the LX and L! due to ab-
sorption. There are a number of non-accretors in the COUP data
with log(LX/L!) < !4 whose Rossby numbers indicate they
should show saturated emission by analogy with solar-like main-
sequence stars. Accretion cannot be the cause of lower activity
in non-accreting T Tauri stars, so such stars are potentially very
interesting for investigating the di!erences between the X-ray
activity of T Tauri stars and late-type main-sequence stars.

8. Comparison with previous results

The anticorrelations of LX, FXS and LX/L! with rotation pe-
riod that we have found for the combined sample of ac-
creting and non-accreting stars di!er from those found by
Stelzer & Neuhäuser (2001) using ROSAT PSPC data. Stelzer &
Neuhäuser (2001) found steeper power-law slopes for all three
activity measures, approximately!1.5 for LX and LX/L! and ap-
proximately !2 for FXS, and a highly significant anticorrelation
of LX/L! with rotation period.

We have made a careful reexamination of the data used by
Stelzer & Neuhäuser (2001, Stelzer, priv. comm.) to try to

understand the di!erences between the two results. This has
revealed systematic underestimation of LX and overestimation
of L!, both of which were stronger for accretors than for non-
accretors. This caused a particularly strong underestimation of
LX/L!, and hence FX, for some accretors with respect to non-
accretors. Because the accretors have generally longer rotation
periods than the non-accretors, this led to exaggerated slopes in
the anticorrelations of the activity measures with rotation pe-
riod. Significant correlations of LX and FXS, and perhaps even
LX/L!, with rotation period are nonetheless to be expected as
the tendency for faster rotators to have higher L! and Te! and to
be non-accreting is also true in the larger Stelzer & Neuhäuser
(2001) sample (Fig. 4).

The underestimation of LX was primarily due to insu"cient
accounting of the absorption of X-ray flux by interstellar and
circumstellar material in the line of sight to the star. The ROSAT
PSPC had, in principle, the spectroscopic capability to measure
and account for the absorbing column density, NH. However, its
soft energy bandpass of 0.1–2.4 keV and low sensitivity, espe-
cially at harder energies, combined with modest exposure times,
provided spectra of insu"cient quality for Stelzer & Neuhäuser
(2001) to perform spectral fitting for each star. They instead con-
verted observed count-rates to X-ray fluxes using a conversion
factor that aimed to account for absorption through a depen-
dance on hardness ratio. Our calculations using the PSPC on-
axis spectral response in XSPEC have found that the maximum
value of this conversion factor would account for absorption only
for NH < 2.5 " 1020 cm!2, while almost all T Tauri stars in
Taurus-Auriga are observed through greater absorbing columns.

TMC non-accreting 
TMC accreting 
Open Clusters (Pizzolato et al. 2003) 
ONC (Preibisch et al. 2005) 

All PMS stars in the saturated regime, but much 
larger scatter with respect to MS stars: 

A)  Variability 
B)  Unresolved binaries     make up for <0.5 dex 
C)   Accretion ? 

Briggs et al. (2007) 



Accretion disks affect (depress) activity? 

Preibisch et al. (2005) 



Prisinzano et al. (2008) 



Possible explanation for lower Lx of  accretors: 
• Higher density  less efficient heating 

Gregory et al. (2007) 

• X‐ray emission obscured by accretion streams 



Photoevaporation-starved Accretion 5

Fig. 1.— X-ray heating-induced photoevaporation rate, Ṁ , from a 2D protoplanetary disk model expressed as a function of the model
coronal X-ray luminosity of the central star, LX , computed using the Mocassin program (see text and Ercolano et al. 2008a for details).

log LX [erg s-1]

29.3 29.9 30.5 31.0 31.6

Fig. 2.— The photoevaporation rate per unit radius, d!/dt, as a function of radial distance from the central star for di"erent stellar
X-ray luminosities, LX . The evaporation rate peaks in the region 20 AU and at high values of LX can compete with the inward viscous
flow, starving the inner disk of the replenishing gas from the outer disk that contains the bulk (! 90% ) of the total disk gas mass.

Drake et al. (2009) 





Flare energy distribution 
Nanoflare heating?  

If α > 2  the integral diverges  for Emin  0   
infinite amount of energy in nano-flares 

Aschwanden et al. (2000) 



α = 1.9 ± 0.3 

α= 2.4 ± 0.5 

Stelzer et al. (2007) 



Log Ecut α Ffl  with E> Ecut Exp.T [ks] Nstars 

COUP solar analogs 35.3 1.9 +- 0.3 1 / 1150 ks 850 28 

COUP very low-mass - 2.2 +- 0.2 - 850 165 

COUP all 35.6 2.05 +- 0.15 1 / 5542 ks 850 

XEST all 34.9 2.4 +- 0.5 1 / 770 ks 30 22 

CygOB2  low mass 35.1 2.1 +- 0.1 1 / 1320 ks 100 1003 

Flare energy distributions in all Pre-MS samples support nano-flare heating, 
but completeness limits for energy are high 

Wolk et al. (2005), Caramazza et al. (2007), Stelzer et al. (2007), Albacete Colombo et al. (2007) 



Favata et al. (2005) 

A sigificant number of flares (~10) 
imply loops longer than 5 R  

later extended the approach showing that the slope ! of the flare
decay in a log T versus log ne diagram gives a quantitative mea-
sure of the timescale of sustained heating, which can be used to
correct the observed decay timescale and to derive the intrin-
sic (thermodynamic) decay time, thus allowing us to obtain the
actual size of the flaring structure. Reale et al. (1997) developed
a methodology for the analysis of stellar flares, based on grids
of hydrodynamic models of flaring loops, which was verified
on solar flares (for which the size of individual flaring structures
can be obtained from imaging observations) and which has been
applied to a significant number of stellar events on a variety of
stars, including YSOs. In the vast majority of cases, the analysis
of stellar events has shown that sustained heating is present, so
flaring structures in stellar coronae are generally smaller than
previously thought.

3.1. Uniform Cooling Loop Modeling

The rise time in both solar and stellar flares is almost invari-
ably observed to be significantly shorter than the decay time, and
therefore it has been often assumed, in deriving the flare’s phys-
ical parameters, that the heating is impulsive, concentrated at
the beginning of the event, and that the decay takes place in an
‘‘undisturbed’’ fashion from a loop in near-equilibrium at the
flare’s peak, according to the thermodynamic cooling time of the
plasma. The two cooling processes that determine the decay time
of the flare are thermal conduction downward to the chromo-
sphere and radiation, each with its characteristic 1/e decay time,

"cond ’
3nkT

#T 7=2=L2
; "rad ’

3nkT

n2P(T )
; !1"

where n is the plasma density, # is the thermal conductivity,
and P(T ) is the plasma emissivity per unit emission measure.
Both decay times depend on the loop’s length, "cond, explicitly
through the L2 term, "rad implicitly through the density’s depen-
dence. The effective cooling time of the loop is the combination
of the two,

1

"th
’ 1

"cond
# 1

"rad
: !2"

More generally, it has been shown by Serio et al. (1991) that
the decay time of a flaring loop starting from equilibrium and
decaying freely is linearly related to its half-length, through

L $
"th

!!!!!!!
Tpk

p

3:7 ; 10%4
!3"

where L is in units of 109 cm, "th is in seconds, and Tpk is the peak
temperature of the plasma in the flaring loop in units of107 K. A
fast decay thus implies a short loop, while a slow decay implies a
long loop. In all the following, unless otherwise specified, the
term ‘‘length’’ will be used to indicate the loop’s half-length,
from one of the footpoints to the loop apex.

In the 1980s and 1990s a number of approaches to the anal-
ysis of stellar flare decays have been used (as discussed in detail
by Reale 2002; see also Favata & Micela 2003 for a review of
previous literature). While differing in their details, they were
mostly equivalent to the use of equation (3) above, and their key
assumption was that the flaring loop always decays, after a short
heating episode, in an undisturbed fashion.

If heating does not switch off abruptly but rather decays
slowly, the plasma is subject to prolonged heating that extends
into the decay phase of the flare. As a result, the actual flare

decay time determined from the flare’s light curve, "lc, will be
longer than the intrinsic decay time "th, and simple application
of equation (3) will result in an overestimate of the size of the
flaring loop. If sustained heating is present, the observed flare
decay time must be ‘‘corrected’’ to obtain a reliable estimate of
the flaring region’s size.

In the case of solar flares, Sylwester et al. (1993) showed that
the slope ! of the flare decay in a log T versus log ne diagram
provides a diagnostic of the presence of sustained heating, with
a shallower slope (slower temperature decay) indicating an event
with strongly sustained heating. This approach was extended to
the analysis of stellar flares by Reale et al. (1997), who showed
that ! provides a quantitative diagnostic of the ratio between the
intrinsic and observed decay times, i.e.,

"lc
"th

$ F(!): !4"

The approach of Reale et al. (1997) was based on numerical
simulations of flaring loops, under the assumption of an expo-
nentially decaying heating function (with a timescale "H), and it
was validated by comparing its results with the measured size of
a number of (spatially resolved) solar flares.

The actual functional form and parameters of F(!) depends
on the bandpass and spectral response of the instrument used to
observe the X-ray emission from the flare and therefore needs
to be separately determined for each instrument. Note that for
stellar observations no density determination is normally avail-
able; in this case, the quantity

!!!!!!!!
EM

p
is used as a proxy to the

density, under the assumption that the geometry of the flaring
loop does not vary during the decay.

For ACIS observations the relationship between ! and the
ratio between the observed and intrinsic flare decay time has
been calibrated for the present analysis, resulting in

"lc
"th

$ F(!)$ 0:63

! % 0:32
#1:41; !5"

which is valid for 0:32 < !P1:5. The limits of applicability
correspond on one side (! ’ 1:5) to a freely decaying loop,
with no heating ("H $ 0), to the other (! $ 0:32) to a sequence
of quasi-static states for the loop ("H3 "th), in which the heating
timescale is so long as to mask the loop’s intrinsic decay. Note
that while it is not possible to have loops with ! > 1:5, flares
with ! < 0:32 are possible if the heating is not simply exponen-
tially decaying but if it increases again after an initial decay.

The temperature in equation (3) is the peak temperature in the
flaring loop, which will contain plasma with a distribution of
temperatures. The relationship between the maximum temper-
ature present in the loop and the temperature determined by per-
forming a simple one-temperature fit to the integrated X-ray
spectrum emitted by the loop has also been calibrated here. In
the case of observations performed with ACIS,

Tpk $ 0:068 ; T 1:20
obs ; !6"

where both temperatures are in K.
Putting together the above elements, the length of the flaring

structure is therefore given by

L $
"lc

!!!!!!!
Tpk

p

3:7 ; 10%4F(!)
: !7"

Once the length of the flaring loop has been derived, it is
possible to infer additional physical parameters of the flaring

BRIGHT X-RAY FLARES IN COUP 473No. 2, 2005

Reale et al. (1997) 
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 2[14-17] "=***+/-0.4  !th=    0

 L/RO •= NaN- NaN ( NaN- NaN au)

 2[14-17] "=3.0+/-2.7  !th= 3060

 L/RO •= NaN- 10.9 ( NaN-0.051 au)
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 5[32-35] "=0.7+/-0.8  !th= 4291

 L/RO •= NaN- 8.4 ( NaN-0.039 au)

 5[32-35] "=0.7+/-2.5  !th= 4665

 L/RO •= NaN- 19.5 ( NaN-0.091 au)

 5[32-35] "=0.0+/-1.0  !th=    0

 L/RO •= NaN- 7.1 ( NaN-0.033 au)

 5[32-35] "=0.5+/-0.5  !th= 2413

 L/RO •= NaN- 7.7 ( NaN-0.036 au)

YLW  16A 

 (class I) 
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 2[14-17] "=1.1+/-0.4  !th= 2695

 L/RO •= 2.3- 3.3 (0.011-0.015 au)

 2[14-17] "=3.5+/-1.1  !th= 3060

 L/RO •= 12.0 (0.056 au)

 2[14-17] "=1.6+/-0.4  !th= 3058

 L/RO •= 3.3- 3.7 (0.015-0.017 au)

L~ 3.3-3.7 R 

5[32-35]- !lc[s]= 12650.55
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 5[32-35] "=4.3+/-1.1  !th= 7155

 L/RO •= 26.8 (0.125 au)

 5[32-35] "=2.7+/-0.4  !th= 7155

 L/RO •= 28.0 (0.130 au)

 5[32-35] "=2.0+/-1.4  !th= 7155

 L/RO •= 8.7- 14.9 (0.040-0.069 au)

 5[32-35] "=3.0+/-0.8  !th= 7155

 L/RO •= 18.2 (0.085 au)

L~ 18.2 R = 0.085AU 



Is this common? Are all X-rays emitted 
in such loops? 



 Rotational modulation is detected in >10% of the sample. Amplitudes:  20-70%  

 X-ray emitting structures must be compact (< R*) 

Flaccomio et al. (2005) 



1.  Diffuse X-ray emission from star forming 
clouds 

2.  X-ray emission from low mass PMS stars 

  Coronae �  (Results from COUP, XEST, DROXO) 

  Accretion  

  Jets 

3.  Effects of X-rays on circumstellar disks 



Guedel et al. (2008) 

Smoothed  Color‐coded 

DG Tau ‐ Guedel et al. (2008) 

4” 

Manuel Güdel et al.: X-rays from jet-driving protostars and T Tauri stars 7

Fig. 1. Average spectra of DG Tau A (left), GV Tau (middle), and DP Tau (right). Also shown are the fits to the spectra (black

histograms) and separately the soft (red) and the hard (blue) spectral components.

Table 3. X-ray properties of the TAX sources

Soft component Average hard component

Star N
a

H,s T
a

s L
b

X,s N
a

H,h
T
a

h
L
b

X,h
!2/dof

(1022 cm!2) (106 K) (1029 erg s!1) (1022 cm!2) (106 K) (1029 erg s!1)

DG Tau Ac 0.11 (0.08-0.14) 3.7 (3.2-4.6) 0.96 1.80 (1.21-2.40) 69 (44-188) 5.1 89.9/93

= 0.45 2.2 (2.05-2.35) 9.6 1.71 (1.14-2.30) 73 (45-220) 5.0 100.2/94

GV Tau A 0.12 (0.01-0.79) 5.8 (2.1-9.1) 0.54 4.12 (2.07-6.47) 80 (34-...) 10.2 20.3/19

= 1.12 0.94 (0.94-1.31) 4170 3.48 (1.69-5.48) 95 (42-...) 9.6 24.6/20

DP Tau 0.00 (0.00-1.05) 3.2 (0.0-7.7) 0.04 3.78 (1.38-14.0) 61 (10-...) 1.1 8.9/7

= 0.29 2.3 (0.94-3.8) 1.1 3.13 (0.78-13.8) 104 (10-...) 0.92 9.1/8

a 90% confidence intervals in parentheses (ellipses indicating unconstrained parameter)
b Modeled for the 0.1–10 keV energy interval
c Fits applied to combined PN, MOS1, and MOS2 data

conversion formula, NH " 2 # 1021AV cm
!2, valid for stan-

dard gas-to-dust ratios (see Vuong et al. 2003 and references

therein). These fit results are also reported in Table 3. Fixing

NH at the expected values provides significantly worse fits and

lowers the temperature of the cooler component, at the same

time rising its LX. The value of the latter is unacceptable for

GV Tau because it approaches L$, while LX is usually bound by

LX/L$ <% 10
!3 (Güdel 2004 and references therein). We believe

that the origin of this excess is purely numerical: increased NH
allows more and cooler plasma to be present without significant

spectral contribution, because X-rays from cooler plasma are

softer and therefore more strongly absorbed. The e!ect contin-

ues as one increases NH. This lends most credibility to the best

fit without enforced NH, and this best fit indeed results in only

modest suppression even at low energies.

In summary, the spectra of DG Tau A, GV Tau, and DP

Tau are thus composed of two components, a cool component

subject to very low absorption and a hot component subject to

photoelectric absorption about one order of magnitude higher.

The cool component shows temperatures atypical for T Tau

stars (Skinner et al., 2003; Telleschi et al., 2006), ranging from

3–6 MK (best fit), while the hot component reveals extremely

high temperatures (60–100MK). If NH is fitted to the spectrum,

it tends to be lower than expected from the optical extinction.

The spectrum of CW Tau resembles the spectrum of DP

Tau but is too weak to derive definitive results. This source

is also a!ected by the wings of the nearby and very bright

X-ray source of V773 Tau (at a distance of 1.5&). A single-T

fit to the harder photons (above 1.2 keV) requires an exces-

sively absorbed (NH " 10
23 cm!2), very strong cool compo-

nent with T " 4 MK, but there is a marginal excess of counts

below 1 MK that requires a further, low-absorption compo-

nent. Better-quality data are needed. We note that the star’s

AV = 2.29 mag (Kenyon & Hartmann, 1995) suggests a much

smaller NH " 5 # 10
21 cm!2.

Results for the three further jet/outflow driving sources

mentioned above, UZ Tau, DD Tau, and XZ Tau, are sum-

marized in Güdel et al. (2006). UZ Tau (a triple system) re-

veals a relatively soft spectrum (emission-measure weighted

average temperature of 5–7 MK). On the contrary, the very

faint spectrum of DD Tau is extremely hard, reminiscent of the

harder component of the sources discussed above, with Tav =

38!42MK and excess absorption (NH = [2.3!2.9]#10
21 cm!2,

whereas AV = 0.39 mag after White & Ghez 2001, or AJ =

DG Tau ‐ Guedel et al. (2007) 



Only a handful of pre-MS jet shocks have been detected in X-rays. 
Bonito et al. (2007) 

Calculations for jets with different Mach number 
(plotting symbols) and different medium/jet density 
contrast (size of symbols). 

Observed jets 



1.  Diffuse X-ray emission from star forming 
clouds 

2.  X-ray emission from low mass PMS stars 

  Coronae �  (Results from COUP, XEST, DROXO) 

  Accretion 

  Jets 

3.  Effects of X-rays on circumstellar disks 



  Stellar X-rays heat and ionize circumstellar disks  
(e.g.  Igea & Glassgold 1999, Glassgold et al. 2004) 

  Significant effects on disk structure/evolution and planet formation 
e.g.: viscosity, photoevaporation (>EUV) 
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Fig. 1.— Gas temperature structure of the reference model described in the text with color

code on the right. The density structure is based on the D’Alessio et al. (1999) model,
defined by the parameters: M! = 0.5M", R = 2R", T! = 4000K, Ṁ = 10#8 M" yr#1. The
reference X-ray luminosity is LX = 2 ! 1030 erg s#1, and the temperature of the thermal

X-ray spectrum is kTX = 1keV. The white curves are contours of fixed vertical column
density NH in units of cm#2. The curve for NH = 1021 cm#2 corresponds roughly to two

scale heights as defined near the mid-plane. The integrated surface density varies roughly
as 1/R for R > 1AU and somewhat less rapidly for R < 1AU.

Fig. 2.— Spatial distribution of the electron fraction plotted in the same way as Fig. 1,
except for the color-coded units.

Glassgold et al. (2007), Mejierink et al. (2008), Gorti & Hollenback (2008), Ercolano et al. (2009) 
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Figure 6. Surface mass-loss rates (left) and total mass-loss rates (right) of hy-
drostatic equilibrium single temperature X-ray models of different luminosities
as indicated by the model labels. All models were irradiated by a source located
at a height of 10 R!.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

rates with varying model X-ray luminosity. For a discussion of
the connection between photoevaporation, accretion rate, and
X-ray luminosities we refer to a companion paper by Drake
et al. (2009).

To eliminate the effects of EUV radiation, which may
complicate any trends due to X-rays, we irradiate the disk with
the single temperature X-ray model already used in Paper I
(Figure 1). Figure 6 shows the results for the radial distribution
of !̇ and Ṁ for models with X-ray luminosities varying between
2 " 1029 erg s#1 and 4 " 1031 erg s#1. The total mass-loss
rates are plotted as a function of X-ray luminosity in Figure 10,
which shows a roughly linear correlation of these quantities.
The increase in X-ray luminosity means that deeper layers
(higher density) in the disk can be heated to temperatures
in excess of the local escape temperatures, directly resulting
in an increase in the mass-loss rates. In addition, the higher
temperatures cause a vertical expansion of the heated surface
material, hence increasing the solid angle directly irradiated by
the source. However, the puffed up inner disk also obscures the
disk at higher radii, hence inhibiting further increases in mass-
loss rate. This explains the slightly weaker than linear LX–Ṁ
relation in Figure 10 for high LX.

Disk Structure and Hydrostatic Equilibrium. The results of
models that use the HSE procedure described in Section 2.1
are compared here with those obtained using a fixed density
structure for the same parameters.

A casual inspection of Table 1 shows that hydrostatic equi-
librium models produce smaller mass-loss rates than the fixed
density structure models with the same parameters. As in the
case of the height of the illuminating source, the difference is
due to the fact that, unlike fixed density structure models, heated
material in the disk of HSE models puffs up and screens material
at larger radii from the source, producing lower photoevapora-
tion rates.

Figures 7 and 8 show the two-dimensional density distribution
of the disk for unscreened X-ray+EUV models respectively in
HSE and with a fixed density (FS0H2Lx1 and FS0H2Lx1_FG).
The base of the photoevaporative envelope is marked by the
thick black line. The physical height, density, and temperatures
of the flow surfaces are shown in Figure 9.

Figure 7. Gas density distribution for the unscreened X-ray+EUV model in HSE
(FS0H0Lx1). The thick black line indicates the location of the photoevaporative
flow base.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 8. Gas density distribution for the unscreened X-ray+EUV model with
fixed grids (FS0H0Lx1_FG). The thick black line indicates the location of the
photoevaporative flow base.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Figure 5 shows the radial distribution of !̇ and Ṁ for the
fixed density structure models. A comparison with Figure 4,
which shows the same quantities for the HSE models, promptly
reveals that, unlike fixed density structure models, HSE models
show photoevaporation from radii smaller than $10 AU. This
is due to the fact that heated gas in HSE models is allowed to
expand in the z-direction, moving away from the star to locations
of lower gravitational potential where escape temperatures are
lower, thus establishing a photoevaporative flow.

Furthermore, gas at larger radii in fixed density structure
models does not suffer from attenuation from puffed up inner
material, resulting in substantial mass-loss rates being supported
in a larger portion of the disk. For ease of computation,
our simulations only included the inner 50 AU of the disk.
As it is apparent from the left panel of Figure 5, this is
not sufficient to estimate total mass-loss rates from low pre-

Mejierink et al. (2008) 

Ercolano et al. (2009) 



Fig. 1.—Spectra and best-fit models of 6.4 keV sources. The upper panels show the spectra ( plus signs) and the best-fit models (solid steps) with a Gaussian
component shown by dashed steps. The 6.4 and 6.7 keV lines are indicated by solid and dashed arrows, respectively. The abscissa is the energy from 4.0 to 8.0 keV,
while the ordinate is the spectral intensity in the unit of counts s!1 keV!1. The lower panels show the residual to the fit, where the ordinate shows !-values of each bin.

506

Fig. 2.—Light curves of 6.4 keV sources in 2.0–9.0 keV band. The abscissa is the time from the start of the observation, while the ordinate is the detector count rate of
each time bin. The light curves are binned with 2500 or 5000 s bin!1 according to their brightness.

TABLE 2

NIR Colors of 6.4 keV Sources

Number

JHKs
a

Counterparts

J

(mag)

H

(mag)

Ks

(mag)

L0b

Counterparts

L0

(mag) TPSCc

1...................... 05350920!0530585y 12.5 10.6 9.4 . . . . . . . . .
2...................... 387 11.1 9.4 8.3 1007 6.7 18

3...................... 428 14.9 11.3 8.6 598 5.7 43

4...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5...................... 446 12.6 11.4 10.8 175z 10.5 . . .
6...................... 801 16.0 12.4 9.9 42 7.4 41

7...................... 05351965!0513264y 14.0 11.5 10.2 . . . . . . . . .

a J,H, and Ks magnitudes are either from the 2MASS all-sky survey catalog (y) or M. J. McCaughrean et al. (2005, in preparation).
b L0 magnitudes are either from Muench et al. (2002) or Lada et al. (2004) (z). Numbers 1 and 7 are located outside the L0-band

surveys.
c Numbers of the protostar candidate sources listed in Lada et al. (2000).
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AGNs (!1.7) absorbed with a column density of 1022 cm!2, as a
rough estimate of the averaged value in the COUP field. Using

N (>S ) " 1200
S

2 ; 10!15 ergs s!1 cm!2

! "!1:0

#1$

from Giacconi et al. (2001), where N (>S ) is the number of
background X-ray sources per square degree brighter than
S ergs s cm!2, no more than %6 AGNs are expected above the
100 count threshold. We believe four of these AGN sources can
be identified: COUP sequence numbers 8, 723, 1053, and 1304
(Getman et al. 2005). They exhibit no flarelike flux variations,
show no spectral lines, and have best-fit kBT above 15 keV.
Unphysically high temperature values are often introduced by
fitting a flat power-law spectrum with a thermal model. We are
thus confident that the remaining 123 sources are Orion pop-
ulation members and consider them to be the control sample
hereafter.

The seven sources with the 6.4 keV feature clearly have YSO
properties: 6.7 keV line emission arising from the K! line of
Fe xxv (Fig. 1), light curves showing high-amplitude flux vari-
ation typical of YSO flares (Fig. 2), and NIR identifications
except for number 4 (Table 2). The lack of a NIR counterpart for
number 4 is probably due to an exceptionally high column
density exceeding 3 ; 1023 cm!2 (Table 1).

4. DISCUSSION

We have now established that seven of 123 hard and bright
COUP stellar X-ray sources show 6.4 keV line emission. All of
them exhibit powerful X-ray flares and thermal plasma line
emission typical of YSOs. Most of them also have NIR photo-
spheric counterparts. We now proceed to make inferences about
these sources concerning the nature of these stars and the origin
of the fluorescent line emission.

4.1. Location of the Fluorescing Material

The observed EW values give us a constraint on the geome-
try of the continuum source and the reflector that gives rise to
the fluorescence. The following calculation demonstrates the
improbability that the fluorescent line arises in circumstellar
or interstellar matter along the line of sight of the continuum
X-rays.

EWvalues of theK! fluorescent line are related to the incident
hot continuum and ambient cold material as (Liedahl 1998)

EWK! "
LK!

I(EK! )
" !"

4"

! "
YK!

EK!

I(EK! )

;
Z

nFe(s) ds

Z 1

#

I(E 0)

E 0 $Fe(E
0) dE 0: #2$

Here we suppose that the incident X-ray with a spectrum of I(E )
is photoelectrically absorbed by a reflector that subtends the
angle!" seen from the continuum source. The reflector, which
is assumed to be optically thin to hard X-rays, has an iron
density of nFe(s) along the line of ray (s) with the photoelectric
cross section of $Fe(E ). The energy integral begins at the iron K
edge energy #. The K! fluorescent line with the luminosity LK!
is subsequently emitted at the energy EK! with a fluorescence
yield of YK! . Assuming a thermal bremsstrahlung spectrum
for the continuum source; I(E ) / exp (!E/kBT ) and $Fe(E ) "
(E /#)!3$Fe(#), we obtain

EWK! "
!"

4"

! "
YK!EK!N

0
HZFe$Fe(#)

; exp
EK!

kBT

! "
kBT

#

! "!3Z 1

#=kBT
exp (!x)x!4 dx: #3$

The integral along s is converted to an equivalent hydrogen col-
umn density [N 0

H "
R
nH(s) ds] using nFe(s) " ZFenH(s), where

nH(s) is the hydrogen density and ZFe is the elemental abundance
of iron relative to hydrogen in the reflector. Substituting YK! "
0:34 (Kortright 2001), EK! " 6:40 keV, # " 7:11 keV, $Fe(#) "
2 ; 10!20 cm!2 (Gullikson 2001), and ZFe " 3 ; 10!5 (Däppen
2000), EWK! is evaluated as

EWK! " !
!"

4"

! "
N 0
H

1022 cm!2

! "
eV; #4$

where ! is a constant that has a weak dependence on kBT .
Between 3 and 10 keV in which our 6.4 keV sample sources are
distributed (Table 1), ! has an approximate value of&2.5 (1.8–
3.1). The value is slightly smaller than the one (&3.3) calculated
for Seyfert galaxies with a power-law incident spectrum of

TABLE 1

X-Ray Fitting Result of 6.4 keV Sources

Numbera Name

COUPb

Sequence

Number NetCtsc
NK!

d, e

(10!7 cm!2 s!1)

EWK!
e

(eV)

PF
e

(10!3)

NH
f

(1022 cm!2)

kBT
d, f

(keV)

LX
d, f

(1030 ergs s!1)

LX; peak
g

(1031 ergs s!1)

1............. 053509.2!053058 331 268 2.6 (0.1–4.6) 126 5.6 1.58 4.6 (4.3–5.6) 3.4 (2.7–3.9) 17

2............. 053513.6!051954 561 332 3.6 (1.1–7.3) 130 0.8 1.45 2.8 (2.6–2.9) 5.6 (5.8–6.1) 4.4

3............. 053514.3!052232 621 304 2.5 (0.5–3.9) 111 6.2 5.62 3.2 (2.9–3.4) 4.1 (3.4–4.8) 1.6

4............. 053514.6!052211 647 272 4.1 (1.9–6.2) 135 5.7 30.9 5.7 (4.7–8.1) 3.3 (2.9–4.1) 5.7

5............. 053514.6!052301 649 107 1.2 (0.3–2.2) 268 6.4 0.93 3.0 (2.6–3.1) 1.4 (1.0–1.7) 2.1

6y........... 053519.3!052542 1030 461 17 (2.5–17) 111 5.9 11.5 9.4 (6.4–14) 11 (9.3–12) 45

7............. 053519.6!051326 1040 266 4.3 (1.5–6.6) 122 6.0 1.91 3.3 (3.0–3.5) 6.7 (6.2–7.2) 40

a Piled-up source for which we applied our pile-up mitigation method is marked with a dagger (y).
b Sequence number of the COUP sources (Getman et al. 2005).
c Counts in the 6.0–9.0 keV range. For the pile-up source, counts in the annulus region is given.
d The 90% uncertainty is given in parentheses.
e The fitting result of the additional 6.4 keV Gaussian to the best-fit thin-thermal plasma model.
f The fitting result of the thin-thermal plasma model. For two-temperature spectra, the values of the higher temperature component are given.
g The peak X-ray luminosity during the flares. The values were derived from the maximum and average count rates among segmented blocks assuming no

spectral change.
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AGNs (!1.7) absorbed with a column density of 1022 cm!2, as a
rough estimate of the averaged value in the COUP field. Using

N (>S ) " 1200
S

2 ; 10!15 ergs s!1 cm!2

! "!1:0

#1$

from Giacconi et al. (2001), where N (>S ) is the number of
background X-ray sources per square degree brighter than
S ergs s cm!2, no more than %6 AGNs are expected above the
100 count threshold. We believe four of these AGN sources can
be identified: COUP sequence numbers 8, 723, 1053, and 1304
(Getman et al. 2005). They exhibit no flarelike flux variations,
show no spectral lines, and have best-fit kBT above 15 keV.
Unphysically high temperature values are often introduced by
fitting a flat power-law spectrum with a thermal model. We are
thus confident that the remaining 123 sources are Orion pop-
ulation members and consider them to be the control sample
hereafter.

The seven sources with the 6.4 keV feature clearly have YSO
properties: 6.7 keV line emission arising from the K! line of
Fe xxv (Fig. 1), light curves showing high-amplitude flux vari-
ation typical of YSO flares (Fig. 2), and NIR identifications
except for number 4 (Table 2). The lack of a NIR counterpart for
number 4 is probably due to an exceptionally high column
density exceeding 3 ; 1023 cm!2 (Table 1).

4. DISCUSSION

We have now established that seven of 123 hard and bright
COUP stellar X-ray sources show 6.4 keV line emission. All of
them exhibit powerful X-ray flares and thermal plasma line
emission typical of YSOs. Most of them also have NIR photo-
spheric counterparts. We now proceed to make inferences about
these sources concerning the nature of these stars and the origin
of the fluorescent line emission.

4.1. Location of the Fluorescing Material

The observed EW values give us a constraint on the geome-
try of the continuum source and the reflector that gives rise to
the fluorescence. The following calculation demonstrates the
improbability that the fluorescent line arises in circumstellar
or interstellar matter along the line of sight of the continuum
X-rays.

EWvalues of theK! fluorescent line are related to the incident
hot continuum and ambient cold material as (Liedahl 1998)
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Here we suppose that the incident X-ray with a spectrum of I(E )
is photoelectrically absorbed by a reflector that subtends the
angle!" seen from the continuum source. The reflector, which
is assumed to be optically thin to hard X-rays, has an iron
density of nFe(s) along the line of ray (s) with the photoelectric
cross section of $Fe(E ). The energy integral begins at the iron K
edge energy #. The K! fluorescent line with the luminosity LK!
is subsequently emitted at the energy EK! with a fluorescence
yield of YK! . Assuming a thermal bremsstrahlung spectrum
for the continuum source; I(E ) / exp (!E/kBT ) and $Fe(E ) "
(E /#)!3$Fe(#), we obtain
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; exp
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The integral along s is converted to an equivalent hydrogen col-
umn density [N 0

H "
R
nH(s) ds] using nFe(s) " ZFenH(s), where

nH(s) is the hydrogen density and ZFe is the elemental abundance
of iron relative to hydrogen in the reflector. Substituting YK! "
0:34 (Kortright 2001), EK! " 6:40 keV, # " 7:11 keV, $Fe(#) "
2 ; 10!20 cm!2 (Gullikson 2001), and ZFe " 3 ; 10!5 (Däppen
2000), EWK! is evaluated as

EWK! " !
!"

4"

! "
N 0
H

1022 cm!2

! "
eV; #4$

where ! is a constant that has a weak dependence on kBT .
Between 3 and 10 keV in which our 6.4 keV sample sources are
distributed (Table 1), ! has an approximate value of&2.5 (1.8–
3.1). The value is slightly smaller than the one (&3.3) calculated
for Seyfert galaxies with a power-law incident spectrum of

TABLE 1

X-Ray Fitting Result of 6.4 keV Sources

Numbera Name

COUPb

Sequence

Number NetCtsc
NK!

d, e

(10!7 cm!2 s!1)

EWK!
e

(eV)

PF
e

(10!3)

NH
f

(1022 cm!2)

kBT
d, f

(keV)

LX
d, f

(1030 ergs s!1)

LX; peak
g

(1031 ergs s!1)

1............. 053509.2!053058 331 268 2.6 (0.1–4.6) 126 5.6 1.58 4.6 (4.3–5.6) 3.4 (2.7–3.9) 17

2............. 053513.6!051954 561 332 3.6 (1.1–7.3) 130 0.8 1.45 2.8 (2.6–2.9) 5.6 (5.8–6.1) 4.4

3............. 053514.3!052232 621 304 2.5 (0.5–3.9) 111 6.2 5.62 3.2 (2.9–3.4) 4.1 (3.4–4.8) 1.6

4............. 053514.6!052211 647 272 4.1 (1.9–6.2) 135 5.7 30.9 5.7 (4.7–8.1) 3.3 (2.9–4.1) 5.7

5............. 053514.6!052301 649 107 1.2 (0.3–2.2) 268 6.4 0.93 3.0 (2.6–3.1) 1.4 (1.0–1.7) 2.1

6y........... 053519.3!052542 1030 461 17 (2.5–17) 111 5.9 11.5 9.4 (6.4–14) 11 (9.3–12) 45

7............. 053519.6!051326 1040 266 4.3 (1.5–6.6) 122 6.0 1.91 3.3 (3.0–3.5) 6.7 (6.2–7.2) 40

a Piled-up source for which we applied our pile-up mitigation method is marked with a dagger (y).
b Sequence number of the COUP sources (Getman et al. 2005).
c Counts in the 6.0–9.0 keV range. For the pile-up source, counts in the annulus region is given.
d The 90% uncertainty is given in parentheses.
e The fitting result of the additional 6.4 keV Gaussian to the best-fit thin-thermal plasma model.
f The fitting result of the thin-thermal plasma model. For two-temperature spectra, the values of the higher temperature component are given.
g The peak X-ray luminosity during the flares. The values were derived from the maximum and average count rates among segmented blocks assuming no

spectral change.
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AGNs (!1.7) absorbed with a column density of 1022 cm!2, as a
rough estimate of the averaged value in the COUP field. Using

N (>S ) " 1200
S

2 ; 10!15 ergs s!1 cm!2

! "!1:0

#1$

from Giacconi et al. (2001), where N (>S ) is the number of
background X-ray sources per square degree brighter than
S ergs s cm!2, no more than %6 AGNs are expected above the
100 count threshold. We believe four of these AGN sources can
be identified: COUP sequence numbers 8, 723, 1053, and 1304
(Getman et al. 2005). They exhibit no flarelike flux variations,
show no spectral lines, and have best-fit kBT above 15 keV.
Unphysically high temperature values are often introduced by
fitting a flat power-law spectrum with a thermal model. We are
thus confident that the remaining 123 sources are Orion pop-
ulation members and consider them to be the control sample
hereafter.

The seven sources with the 6.4 keV feature clearly have YSO
properties: 6.7 keV line emission arising from the K! line of
Fe xxv (Fig. 1), light curves showing high-amplitude flux vari-
ation typical of YSO flares (Fig. 2), and NIR identifications
except for number 4 (Table 2). The lack of a NIR counterpart for
number 4 is probably due to an exceptionally high column
density exceeding 3 ; 1023 cm!2 (Table 1).

4. DISCUSSION

We have now established that seven of 123 hard and bright
COUP stellar X-ray sources show 6.4 keV line emission. All of
them exhibit powerful X-ray flares and thermal plasma line
emission typical of YSOs. Most of them also have NIR photo-
spheric counterparts. We now proceed to make inferences about
these sources concerning the nature of these stars and the origin
of the fluorescent line emission.

4.1. Location of the Fluorescing Material

The observed EW values give us a constraint on the geome-
try of the continuum source and the reflector that gives rise to
the fluorescence. The following calculation demonstrates the
improbability that the fluorescent line arises in circumstellar
or interstellar matter along the line of sight of the continuum
X-rays.

EWvalues of theK! fluorescent line are related to the incident
hot continuum and ambient cold material as (Liedahl 1998)
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Here we suppose that the incident X-ray with a spectrum of I(E )
is photoelectrically absorbed by a reflector that subtends the
angle!" seen from the continuum source. The reflector, which
is assumed to be optically thin to hard X-rays, has an iron
density of nFe(s) along the line of ray (s) with the photoelectric
cross section of $Fe(E ). The energy integral begins at the iron K
edge energy #. The K! fluorescent line with the luminosity LK!
is subsequently emitted at the energy EK! with a fluorescence
yield of YK! . Assuming a thermal bremsstrahlung spectrum
for the continuum source; I(E ) / exp (!E/kBT ) and $Fe(E ) "
(E /#)!3$Fe(#), we obtain
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The integral along s is converted to an equivalent hydrogen col-
umn density [N 0

H "
R
nH(s) ds] using nFe(s) " ZFenH(s), where

nH(s) is the hydrogen density and ZFe is the elemental abundance
of iron relative to hydrogen in the reflector. Substituting YK! "
0:34 (Kortright 2001), EK! " 6:40 keV, # " 7:11 keV, $Fe(#) "
2 ; 10!20 cm!2 (Gullikson 2001), and ZFe " 3 ; 10!5 (Däppen
2000), EWK! is evaluated as
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where ! is a constant that has a weak dependence on kBT .
Between 3 and 10 keV in which our 6.4 keV sample sources are
distributed (Table 1), ! has an approximate value of&2.5 (1.8–
3.1). The value is slightly smaller than the one (&3.3) calculated
for Seyfert galaxies with a power-law incident spectrum of
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1............. 053509.2!053058 331 268 2.6 (0.1–4.6) 126 5.6 1.58 4.6 (4.3–5.6) 3.4 (2.7–3.9) 17

2............. 053513.6!051954 561 332 3.6 (1.1–7.3) 130 0.8 1.45 2.8 (2.6–2.9) 5.6 (5.8–6.1) 4.4

3............. 053514.3!052232 621 304 2.5 (0.5–3.9) 111 6.2 5.62 3.2 (2.9–3.4) 4.1 (3.4–4.8) 1.6

4............. 053514.6!052211 647 272 4.1 (1.9–6.2) 135 5.7 30.9 5.7 (4.7–8.1) 3.3 (2.9–4.1) 5.7

5............. 053514.6!052301 649 107 1.2 (0.3–2.2) 268 6.4 0.93 3.0 (2.6–3.1) 1.4 (1.0–1.7) 2.1

6y........... 053519.3!052542 1030 461 17 (2.5–17) 111 5.9 11.5 9.4 (6.4–14) 11 (9.3–12) 45

7............. 053519.6!051326 1040 266 4.3 (1.5–6.6) 122 6.0 1.91 3.3 (3.0–3.5) 6.7 (6.2–7.2) 40

a Piled-up source for which we applied our pile-up mitigation method is marked with a dagger (y).
b Sequence number of the COUP sources (Getman et al. 2005).
c Counts in the 6.0–9.0 keV range. For the pile-up source, counts in the annulus region is given.
d The 90% uncertainty is given in parentheses.
e The fitting result of the additional 6.4 keV Gaussian to the best-fit thin-thermal plasma model.
f The fitting result of the thin-thermal plasma model. For two-temperature spectra, the values of the higher temperature component are given.
g The peak X-ray luminosity during the flares. The values were derived from the maximum and average count rates among segmented blocks assuming no

spectral change.
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Table 1. Fit parameters for the absorbed VAPEC model.

Phase nH Temp. AbFe !2/d.o.f.
[1022 H/cm2] [keV] [Ab!]

Quiescent 1.091.21
0.97 3.03.4

2.6 0.320.54
0.12 131.6/134

Flare I 1.281.41
1.18 6.88.2

5.5 0.731.02
0.46 94.2/99

Flare II 1.551.66
1.41

>"13 #0.88a 102/95

a This value is ill-constrained since temperature-dependent.

!E # 1.4 $ 1036 erg in the same band. With these numbers,
flare I observed on COUP 331 is among the largest stellar flares
ever observed.

2.4. Flare II

For the analysis of flare II we considered all data recorded after
1080 ks (cf. Fig. 1). The X-ray spectrum was generated and an-
alyzed in the same fashion as those of the quiescent and flare I
phases. From the spectrum of the entire observed flare II phase
(see Fig. 3) we calculate an 1%10 keV band X-ray luminosity
of 2.4 $ 1031 erg/s. Considering a duration of at least 60 ks, the
total energy output in this energy band is !E > 1.4 $ 1036 erg.

In the fit process of the flare II data we encountered two prob-
lems. First, the absence of temperature-sensitive features in the
spectrum – especially the hot Fe XXV feature at 6.7 keV and
its Fe XXVI counterpart near 7 keV – prevents us from tightly
constraining the plasma temperature. We find that any choice
of the temperature beyond 10 keV leads to acceptable fits, and
thus decided to apply a value of 13 keV. Second, the spec-
trum shows definite excess emission above the thermal con-
tinuum at 6.4 keV, which we attribute to the Fe I K" line.
We therefore included an additional instrumentally broadened
Gaussian component centered at 6.4 keV into our model and
refitted, leaving only the normalization of the Gaussian com-
ponent free to vary. The thus obtained fit is shown in Fig. 3,
which shows the obvious presence of the 6.4 keV line and vir-
tual absence of the 6.7 keV Fe XXV feature. The resulting fit
parameters for the thermal model are again listed in Table 1,
and for the Gaussian component we arrive at a normalization
of 5(3.3%6.7) $ 10%6 ph/(cm2 s), corresponding to an equiva-
lent width of 685(452–918) eV. As is obvious from Fig. 3, the
inclusion of a Gaussian component at 6.4 keV into the model
significantly increases the fit quality.

As a first result we thus note that the 6.4 keV emission fea-
ture is present – at best – only during 60 ks during flare II. In
order to further temporally constrain the presence of the 6.4 keV
iron line we constructed a background-subtracted 6.1%6.7 keV
narrow-band light curve of COUP 331 with a 4 ks binning in
addition to the 2 ks binned 2%9 keV band light curve; both light
curves are shown in Fig. 4. As is clear from Fig. 4 the 2%9 keV
band light curve stays more or less constant after the rise to
peak, while the 6.1%6.7 keV narrow-band light curve decays
quite rapidly. We therefore subdivided the the flare II phase data
into three consecutive 20 ks time intervals, denoted by “rise-
phase”, “phase II”, and “phase III” as indicated in Fig. 4. The
X-ray spectra in the 5–8 keV region corresponding to these time
intervals are shown in Fig. 5. In these plots the solid line in-
dicates the thermal model described earlier. For all spectra the
same model was applied, but we allowed the normalizations
of the VAPEC and Gaussian component to be fitted indepen-
dently for all time intervals; all other parameters were regarded
globally. Figure 5 clearly demonstrates an evolution of the

Fig. 3. The COUP 331 spectrum during flare II with a close-up of the
5%8 keV energy band. Two model fits are indicated. First, (solid line)
an absorbed thermal model and second (dashed line), the same thermal
model with additional instrumentally-broadened Gaussian component
centered at 6.4 keV.

Fig. 4. The background-subtracted narrow-band light curve (solid line)
of COUP 331 during the last 80 ks of the COUP observation. The light
curve peaks in the rise-phase of flare II. For clarity the 2%9 keV light
curve is also shown (dotted line – scaled to fit the plot range).

Fe I K" line strength. Interestingly the line normalization de-
creases as time proceeds, while the underlying thermal spectrum
remains almost una"ected. We thus interpret the variations in the
narrow-band light curve shown in Fig. 4 as arising from varia-
tions in the Fe I K" feature’s strength. Note that the constancy of
the thermal spectrum does not imply the same for the tempera-
ture, since the latter exceeds 10 keV, producing a flat spectrum
in the “low energy” band we are observing. The K" feature is
strongest during the flare II rise phase where our fits yield a line
flux of 9.1(5.8%13.4)$ 10%6 ph/(cm2 s) (an EW of #1400 eV)
while in phase II and III it is reduced to 3.04(0.8–7.6) and
0.9(0–4.8) $ 10%6 ph/(cm2 s), respectively. This is also reflected
by the narrow-band light curve around 6.4 keV (cf. Fig. 4).

3. Interpretation and conclusions

Our time resolved analysis of the COUP X-ray data of the
YSO COUP 331 shows that for #90% of the entire observation
time the object is found in a quiescent state characterized by
an X-ray temperature of 30%40 MK. Two major flares are cov-
ered by the COUP observation. In the first data segment a rel-
atively short duration event with a peak X-ray luminosity of

Czesla & Schmitt (2007) 
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Fig. 5. Time-resolved 5.5!8 keV section of the COUP 331 spectrum
(cf. Fig. 4). Note the decrease of the Fe I K! line’s strength.

2.6 " 1032 erg/s occurred, which clearly shows the 6.7 keV iron
feature, but no Fe I K! emission.

In the last COUP data segment a long duration flare event
occurred; starting with a #20 ks rise phase it lasted >60 ks. The
decay of this flare cannot be constrained because the COUP ob-
servations were stopped. The total amount of energy released in
the 1!10 keV energy band is >1.4 " 1036 erg; the X-ray temper-
ature of this flare is extremely large (>$10 keV) and can in fact not
be well constrained with the Chandra data. A clear and highly
significant detection of the fluorescent K! line is obtained only
during the 20 ks rise time of this flare; at later times the line may
still be present albeit at a lower level. This event on COUP 331
resembles a huge flare observed on Algol, observed by Favata &
Schmitt (1999) with BeppoSAX, which also shows a slow rise
phase, followed by a nearly constant phase – lasting for #80 ks –
in its 1.6!10 keV band light curve. However, the corresponding
15!100 keV band light curve clearly shows the characteristics of
a decay phase (cf., Favata & Schmitt 1999, Figs. 1 and 2). The
energy output of 1.4 " 1037 erg derived by Favata & Schmitt
(1999) in the 0.1!10 keV band compares well to the numbers
estimated for COUP 331, note however that no Fe I K! line was
detected.

The precise temporal association between Fe I K! line
emission and high energy continuum is necessary in order to
quantitatively assess the origin of the Fe I K! emission observed

in COUP 331; we find that the actual photon flux in the flu-
orescent K! line during the flare II rise phase is 35 times
larger than reported by Tsujimoto et al. (2005). This discrep-
ancy arises because Tsujimoto et al. (2005) give time-averaged
values, whereas our values refer to several limited time inter-
vals. The X-ray temperature during the flare event was extremely
large; the total luminosity in the Fe I K! line alone is #2.3 "
1030 erg/s. While these circumstances appear to favor the ex-
citation of the Fe I K! line through photoionization, prelimi-
nary model calculations challenge such a scenario. We repeated
the calculations carried out by Bai (1979) applying a reflector
with cosmic abundances. We used the same branching ratios and
cross sections for iron, but slightly di!erent cross section for ab-
sorption by other elements composed according to cosmic abun-
dances. Furthermore, we located the source directly on the re-
flector to make it subtend half the sky, thus providing an upper
limit for the fluorescent iron line flux. The illuminating input
spectrum was modeled as a thermal X-ray spectrum with a tem-
perature of 13 keV, normalized to the measured fluxes. Our pre-
liminary calculations show that an already optimally assumed
fluorescence geometry significantly underpredicts the observed
Fe I K! flux, making an interpretation of the Fe I K! line through
photoionization di"cult to accept. However, these calculations
will be extensively discussed in a larger and systematic context
in a forthcoming paper, where we will also address its impact on
the characteristics of COUP 331 and other sources with fluores-
cent K! emission.
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Fig. 1. Background-subtracted light curve of COUP 331 with 2 ks bin-
ning. Inserted panels show close-up views of the flares I and II.

V 1486 Ori (Herbst et al. 2002; Stassun et al. 1999). Following
Tsujimoto et al. (2005) we adopt a distance of 450 pc for Orion.

2. Observations and data analysis

The COUP data was obtained during 13 consecutive days
in Jan. 2003 with the Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer
(ACIS) on board the Chandra X-ray observatory. The total ex-
posure time is !840 ks, separated into 6 observation segments
extending over a total time of !1140 ks. All observations have
the same aimpoint (! = 5h35m17s and " = "5#23$40$$) and the
field of view covers an area of 17$ % 17$; the source COUP 331
is located at ! = 5h35m9.2s and " = "5#30$58$$ (cf. Getman
et al. 2005). Our analysis is based on the pre-processed pho-
ton data provided by the Chandra pipeline; for further analysis
we applied the CIAO-software in version 3.4. We first screened
the photon data for events in the 0.3"13 keV energy band to
suppress background. Thereafter, we defined source and back-
ground regions as a circle with an 8 arcsec radius and an annulus
extending from !14–32 arcsec, both centered on the nominal
source position.

2.1. The light curve

We generated the background-subtracted 2"9 keV band light
curve of COUP 331 shown in Fig. 1. The 6 observation seg-
ments can be clearly identified. For most of the COUP observa-
tions COUP 331 was recorded at a count rate of 3.3 % 10"3 cts/s,
except for two periods. A strong flare (termed “flare I”) oc-
curred !90 ks after the beginning of the observation. The flare
rapidly rises to its peak within !4 ks, the decay is again quite
rapid with an e-folding time of #decay = 5.2 ks, but, unfortu-
nately, is only partially observed. A second, less prominent but
very significant count rate enhancement (termed “flare II”) oc-
curred 1080 ks after the start of the COUP campaign. This sec-
ond flare was also not fully covered. Flare II has a much slower
rise phase lasting for !20 ks, and thereafter, the 2"9 keV band
count rate remains more or less constant for at least 40 ks when
the COUP observations were terminated. For the rest of the ob-
servations COUP 331 was found in quiescence.

Fig. 2. Spectrum of COUP 331 during flare I (upper curve) and the qui-
escent phase (lower curve), both fitted with an absorbed VAPEC model.

2.2. Spectral analysis

In the following section we carry out temporally resolved spec-
tral analysis of the flare I, flare II, and quiescent phases of
COUP 331; note that all quoted errors refer to 90% confidence
intervals unless stated otherwise. COUP 331 is located about
7 arcmin o!-axis, hence it does not appear as a perfectly sym-
metric point-source. However, we regard its image distortion as
weak and apply the CIAO standard tools for the extraction of
point-source spectra (i.e. psextract). The spectra were ana-
lyzed using the XSPEC environment in version 11.3.1.

2.2.1. The quiescent phase

The quiescent phase spans the 0"1050 ks time interval with the
exception of the first flare event, and is the longest lasting phase,
covering !90% of the total observation time. Note that we disre-
gard a !20 ks contribution preceding flare II. During quiescence
COUP 331 is detected with a net count-rate of 3.3 % 10"3 cts/s
corresponding to an (unabsorbed) X-ray luminosity of 1.6 %
1030 erg/s. We checked for temporal changes in the quiescent
spectrum, but did not find evidence for any significant variations.
The quiescent X-ray spectrum is well described by an absorbed
thin-thermal plasma model (we used the VAPEC models) with
all metal abundances – apart from Fe, which is left as a free pa-
rameter – fixed to 0.3 times the solar values. In Fig. 2 we show
the data and the fit; the best fit model parameters are presented in
Table 1, where we list the derived absorbing hydrogen column-
density, the temperature, the iron abundance and the fit quality.

2.3. Flare I

For an analysis of flare I we considered all data recorded in
the time interval from 87.5 to 102 ks; the spectrum of flare I is
shown in Fig. 2. The flare spectrum is very well described by the
same model as applied for the quiescent phase (cf. Sect. 2.2.1)
with somewhat di!erent spectral parameters listed in Table 1.
We find – as expected for a flare – an enhanced temperature of
6.8 keV, leading to a spectrum with a clearly detected Fe line fea-
ture at 6.7 keV, but with no detected excess emission at 6.4 keV.
From the spectrum we derive an (unabsorbed) peak X-ray lu-
minosity of LX = 2.6 % 1032 erg/s (in the 1"10 keV band)
reached directly after the rise phase, and – with an e-folding
time of 5.2 ks for the decay phase – a total energy output of
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Fig. 4. Spectra (PN) and spectral fits of Elias 29 during 6 di!erent time intervals, between 4 and 8 keV. From left to right, top to bottom, spectra
are from time intervals “seg1”, “flare”, “seg2”, “seg3”, “seg4”, and “seg5” (these intervals are indicated in Fig. 1). Fits were performed using an
absorbed 1T thermal model with the addition of a line at 6.4 keV (indicated in the plots by a dash-dotted line). Note the strong excess of emission
at 6.4 keV in the spectra for “seg2”, which does not appear to be present in the spectrum from the first time interval.

illuminated disk is needed in order to maximise the number
of atoms whose line emission is free to escape. Requiring that
the Fe 6.4 keV emitting region is localised (and in order to be
eclipsed by the star in a nearly face-on disk this volume needs to
be significantly localised), automatically reduces the equivalent
widths that can be obtained. The same line of reasoning applies
to a region of localised emission on the stellar photosphere, even

more so, given that for the same incident spectrum one obtains
smaller line equivalent widths.

The large Fe 6.4 keV equivalent width derived in the second
segment, 190–250 eV, is also di"cult to reconcile with emission
from photoionisation of the material in the circumstellar disk.
The model of George & Fabian (1991) for a centrally illuminated
face-on disk and an incident X-ray spectrum with a power law
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Fig. 1. The light curve of Elias 29 over the nine days of the !"#$# observation from PN (top), MOS1 (bottom-left), and MOS2 (bottom-right).
The line with error bars gives the background-subtracted light curve of the source, while the thinner line without error bars gives the total counts
(source plus background). The 6 time intervals that we selected for the spectral analysis, on the basis of the PN data, are indicated.

!E = 4–8 keV are shown in Fig. 4. The strong excess emission
at 6.4 keV in the spectra of “seg2” is well accounted for by the
fitted line, while it is clear that no such additional line at 6.4 keV
is needed to fit the data from “seg1”. The four other spectra are
somewhat in between these two extremes in regard to an excess
of emission at 6.4 keV.

The results from the spectral fits to the PN data with the addi-
tional line at 6.4 keV are summarised in Table 3. As can be seen
by comparing Tables 1 and 3, the fitted values for absorbing col-
umn density, temperature, metallicity, and normalisation of the
thermal spectrum are not a"ected by the addition of the 6.4 keV-
line component. The null-hypothesis probability of all the fits
improves, except for “seg1”, for which the null-hypothesis prob-
ability decreases marginally. Indeed, an excess of emission at

6.4 keV does not appear to be present at all in this spectrum,
so that there is no reason to add an extra line component at 6.4
keV. We have also added this component to the spectral fit of
“seg1” to make the fits homogeneous and directly comparable.
The equivalent width of the fitted line appears to vary signifi-
cantly from the 13 eV of “seg1” (where the excess emission at
6.4 keV does not seem to be present) to the 249 eV of “seg2”.

Table 4 summarises the results of the simultaneous spectral
fitting of PN and MOS data with an absorbed 1T plasma model
and an additional Gaussian line component at 6.4 keV: the results
obtained from this joint spectral analysis are again fully consis-
tent with the results from the PN data alone (compare Tables 3
and 4). The strong variation in the intensity of the excess emis-
sion at 6.4 keV between “seg1” and “seg2” is confirmed; the
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Table 1. Best-fit parameters from the fits to the spectra of Elias 29, during 6 di!erent time intervals (PN data only), using an absorbed 1T thermal
model. Reduced !2 and null-hypothesis probability (P) for the fits are also given.

Time interval N(H) kT Z EM !2/d.o.f. P FX

N22 keV Z! EM53 F"13

seg1 5.7 ± 0.7 4.6 ± 0.9 1.0 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.5 1.0 0.6 1.8
flare 9.5 ± 2.0 4.1 ± 1.5 0.9 ± 0.3 8.3 ± 6.3 0.9 0.5 7.5
seg2 8.1 ± 1.3 3.1 ± 0.8 1.0 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.9 1.5 0.0 1.1
seg3 6.6 ± 0.8 3.4 ± 0.7 0.7 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.8 1.0 0.5 1.3
seg4 7.7 ± 0.6 3.7 ± 0.5 0.7 ± 0.1 3.1 ± 0.9 1.4 0.0 2.7
seg5 4.9 ± 0.4 4.7 ± 0.8 0.6 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.6 1.3 0.1 2.5

Units are N22 = 1022 cm"2, EM53 = 1053 cm"3, and F"13 = 10"13 erg cm"2 s"1. The spectral fits were carried out in the energy range 1.0–9.0 keV.
Flux values refer to energy range 1.0–7.5 keV. The error bars are at 1".

Table 2. Best-fit parameters from the joint fits to PN, MOS1 and, MOS2 spectra of Elias 29, during 5 di!erent time intervals, using an absorbed
1T thermal model.

Time interval N(H) kT Z EM !2/d.o.f. P FX

N22 keV Z! EM53 F"13

seg1† 5.5 ± 0.5 4.4 ± 0.7 1.0 ± 0.2 1.7 ± 0.5 1.1 0.1 2.1
seg2† 7.4 ± 0.8 3.8 ± 0.7 0.8 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.6 1.6 0.0 1.3
seg3 6.6 ± 0.5 3.5 ± 0.5 0.7 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.5 1.1 0.2 1.7
seg4 7.5 ± 0.4 3.7 ± 0.4 0.7 ± 0.1 3.5 ± 0.8 1.5 0.0 3.0
seg5 5.7 ± 0.4 4.0 ± 0.5 0.5 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.7 1.6 0.0 2.3

†MOS1 data (mostly) unavailable for this time interval so only PN and MOS2 data were used.

Table 3. Best-fit parameters from the fits to the spectra of Elias 29, during 6 di!erent time intervals (PN data only), using an absorbed 1T thermal
model with an additional line at 6.4 keV (Fe fluorescent line). For the line, the total flux in the line ( f6.4 keV in units of f"6 = 10"6 photons cm"2 s"1)
and the equivalent width (W6.4 keV) are given.

Time interval N(H) kT Z EM f6.4keV W6.4 keV !2/d.o.f. P FX R6.4 keV‡
N22 keV Z! EM53 f"6 eV F"13 %

seg1 5.5 ± 0.7 4.8 ± 1.0 1.1 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.5 0.1 ± 0.7 13.0 1.0 0.5 1.8 45
flare 9.4 ± 2.0 3.9 ± 1.4 0.9 ± 0.3 8.3 ± 6.2 2.0 ± 5.9 60.2 0.9 0.6 7.5 23
seg2 8.2 ± 1.3 2.8 ± 0.6 1.1 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.8 1.1 ± 0.6 249.0 1.3 0.1 1.1 0.1
seg3 6.6 ± 0.8 3.3 ± 0.6 0.7 ± 0.2 1.6 ± 0.8 0.5 ± 0.5 108.0 0.9 0.6 1.3 4.2
seg4 7.6 ± 0.6 3.6 ± 0.4 0.7 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 0.9 0.7 ± 0.7 67.8 1.3 0.1 2.7 3.5
seg5 4.9 ± 0.4 4.5 ± 0.8 0.6 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.6 1.1 ± 0.8 162.0 1.2 0.2 2.5 0.2
seg3+seg4+seg5# 6.4 ± 0.3 3.9 ± 0.3 0.6 ± 0.1 2.2 ± 0.4 1.0 ± 0.3 147.0 1.3 0.0 2.1 0.0

‡Probability that a line with a best-fit value equal or greater than W6.4 keV could be due to a random fluctuation in the data, as estimated via Monte
Carlo simulations (see Sects. 3 and 4).
# Results for the fit to the source’s spectrum integrated over time intervals “seg3”, “seg4”, and “seg5”

over the quiescent time intervals where the excess at 6.4 keV ap-
pears to be present (although with varying significance), i.e. in-
tervals “seg2”, “seg3”, “seg4”, and “seg5” (PN data only). The
summed spectrum between 4 and 8 keV is shown in Fig. 5, where
the emission line at 6.4 keV is very clear thanks to the the im-
proved statistic. A fit with an absorbed 1T model to this spectrum
yields N(H) = 6.7 $ 1022 cm"2, kT = 3.7 keV and Z = 0.7 Z!
with a null hypothesis probability P = 3.5 $ 10"5. The spec-
tral parameters are very similar to the average values derived
above from the fits to the individual five quiescent time inter-
vals, although the fit probability is rather low. With the addition
of a line at 6.4 keV, the fit probability increases substantially to
P = 2.1$10"3 (and the values of the parameters of the 1T model
hardly change). In this case we left the position of the Gaussian
line free to vary during the fit, together with its normalisation.
The fitted line equivalent width is W6.4 keV = 143 eV and its
position is 6.44 ± 0.03, fully consistent with being Fe K fluo-
rescent emission. Indeed, although the reliability is limited (the
quoted error is at 1"), the line peak energy of 6.44 keV would
suggest that the fluorescing Fe is neon-like: Fe!"## or so. The

Fe K fluorescent emission line energy is, in fact, a slowly in-
creasing function of ionisation state, rising from 6.40 keV in Fe #
to 6.45 keV in Fe!"## (House 1969; George & Fabian 1991).

4. Simulations

To quantify the reliability of the detection of the 6.4 keV emis-
sion in the di!erent spectra of Elias 29, we performed a set of
Monte Carlo simulations of the PN spectra. For each time in-
terval discussed in Sect. 3, 1000 random realisations of the ab-
sorbed 1T-model fitted to the spectrum without the additional
Gaussian component at 6.4 keV (as per Table 1) were generated
using !$%&'. These random realisations have the same noise
characteristics of the data and the same energy binning of the
real data (for which channels are combined to a minimum of
20 counts per energy bin). The 1000 simulated spectra were
then fitted with the same procedure used for the real data. First
a fit with an absorbed 1T plasma model was performed then a
Gaussian line component at 6.4 keV with a narrow " of 10 eV
was added to the model and the simulated data were re-fitted.
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Table 1. Best-fit parameters from the fits to the spectra of Elias 29, during 6 di!erent time intervals (PN data only), using an absorbed 1T thermal
model. Reduced !2 and null-hypothesis probability (P) for the fits are also given.

Time interval N(H) kT Z EM !2/d.o.f. P FX

N22 keV Z! EM53 F"13

seg1 5.7 ± 0.7 4.6 ± 0.9 1.0 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.5 1.0 0.6 1.8
flare 9.5 ± 2.0 4.1 ± 1.5 0.9 ± 0.3 8.3 ± 6.3 0.9 0.5 7.5
seg2 8.1 ± 1.3 3.1 ± 0.8 1.0 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.9 1.5 0.0 1.1
seg3 6.6 ± 0.8 3.4 ± 0.7 0.7 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.8 1.0 0.5 1.3
seg4 7.7 ± 0.6 3.7 ± 0.5 0.7 ± 0.1 3.1 ± 0.9 1.4 0.0 2.7
seg5 4.9 ± 0.4 4.7 ± 0.8 0.6 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.6 1.3 0.1 2.5

Units are N22 = 1022 cm"2, EM53 = 1053 cm"3, and F"13 = 10"13 erg cm"2 s"1. The spectral fits were carried out in the energy range 1.0–9.0 keV.
Flux values refer to energy range 1.0–7.5 keV. The error bars are at 1".

Table 2. Best-fit parameters from the joint fits to PN, MOS1 and, MOS2 spectra of Elias 29, during 5 di!erent time intervals, using an absorbed
1T thermal model.

Time interval N(H) kT Z EM !2/d.o.f. P FX

N22 keV Z! EM53 F"13

seg1† 5.5 ± 0.5 4.4 ± 0.7 1.0 ± 0.2 1.7 ± 0.5 1.1 0.1 2.1
seg2† 7.4 ± 0.8 3.8 ± 0.7 0.8 ± 0.2 1.5 ± 0.6 1.6 0.0 1.3
seg3 6.6 ± 0.5 3.5 ± 0.5 0.7 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.5 1.1 0.2 1.7
seg4 7.5 ± 0.4 3.7 ± 0.4 0.7 ± 0.1 3.5 ± 0.8 1.5 0.0 3.0
seg5 5.7 ± 0.4 4.0 ± 0.5 0.5 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.7 1.6 0.0 2.3

†MOS1 data (mostly) unavailable for this time interval so only PN and MOS2 data were used.

Table 3. Best-fit parameters from the fits to the spectra of Elias 29, during 6 di!erent time intervals (PN data only), using an absorbed 1T thermal
model with an additional line at 6.4 keV (Fe fluorescent line). For the line, the total flux in the line ( f6.4 keV in units of f"6 = 10"6 photons cm"2 s"1)
and the equivalent width (W6.4 keV) are given.

Time interval N(H) kT Z EM f6.4keV W6.4 keV !2/d.o.f. P FX R6.4 keV‡
N22 keV Z! EM53 f"6 eV F"13 %

seg1 5.5 ± 0.7 4.8 ± 1.0 1.1 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.5 0.1 ± 0.7 13.0 1.0 0.5 1.8 45
flare 9.4 ± 2.0 3.9 ± 1.4 0.9 ± 0.3 8.3 ± 6.2 2.0 ± 5.9 60.2 0.9 0.6 7.5 23
seg2 8.2 ± 1.3 2.8 ± 0.6 1.1 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.8 1.1 ± 0.6 249.0 1.3 0.1 1.1 0.1
seg3 6.6 ± 0.8 3.3 ± 0.6 0.7 ± 0.2 1.6 ± 0.8 0.5 ± 0.5 108.0 0.9 0.6 1.3 4.2
seg4 7.6 ± 0.6 3.6 ± 0.4 0.7 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 0.9 0.7 ± 0.7 67.8 1.3 0.1 2.7 3.5
seg5 4.9 ± 0.4 4.5 ± 0.8 0.6 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.6 1.1 ± 0.8 162.0 1.2 0.2 2.5 0.2
seg3+seg4+seg5# 6.4 ± 0.3 3.9 ± 0.3 0.6 ± 0.1 2.2 ± 0.4 1.0 ± 0.3 147.0 1.3 0.0 2.1 0.0

‡Probability that a line with a best-fit value equal or greater than W6.4 keV could be due to a random fluctuation in the data, as estimated via Monte
Carlo simulations (see Sects. 3 and 4).
# Results for the fit to the source’s spectrum integrated over time intervals “seg3”, “seg4”, and “seg5”

over the quiescent time intervals where the excess at 6.4 keV ap-
pears to be present (although with varying significance), i.e. in-
tervals “seg2”, “seg3”, “seg4”, and “seg5” (PN data only). The
summed spectrum between 4 and 8 keV is shown in Fig. 5, where
the emission line at 6.4 keV is very clear thanks to the the im-
proved statistic. A fit with an absorbed 1T model to this spectrum
yields N(H) = 6.7 $ 1022 cm"2, kT = 3.7 keV and Z = 0.7 Z!
with a null hypothesis probability P = 3.5 $ 10"5. The spec-
tral parameters are very similar to the average values derived
above from the fits to the individual five quiescent time inter-
vals, although the fit probability is rather low. With the addition
of a line at 6.4 keV, the fit probability increases substantially to
P = 2.1$10"3 (and the values of the parameters of the 1T model
hardly change). In this case we left the position of the Gaussian
line free to vary during the fit, together with its normalisation.
The fitted line equivalent width is W6.4 keV = 143 eV and its
position is 6.44 ± 0.03, fully consistent with being Fe K fluo-
rescent emission. Indeed, although the reliability is limited (the
quoted error is at 1"), the line peak energy of 6.44 keV would
suggest that the fluorescing Fe is neon-like: Fe!"## or so. The

Fe K fluorescent emission line energy is, in fact, a slowly in-
creasing function of ionisation state, rising from 6.40 keV in Fe #
to 6.45 keV in Fe!"## (House 1969; George & Fabian 1991).

4. Simulations

To quantify the reliability of the detection of the 6.4 keV emis-
sion in the di!erent spectra of Elias 29, we performed a set of
Monte Carlo simulations of the PN spectra. For each time in-
terval discussed in Sect. 3, 1000 random realisations of the ab-
sorbed 1T-model fitted to the spectrum without the additional
Gaussian component at 6.4 keV (as per Table 1) were generated
using !$%&'. These random realisations have the same noise
characteristics of the data and the same energy binning of the
real data (for which channels are combined to a minimum of
20 counts per energy bin). The 1000 simulated spectra were
then fitted with the same procedure used for the real data. First
a fit with an absorbed 1T plasma model was performed then a
Gaussian line component at 6.4 keV with a narrow " of 10 eV
was added to the model and the simulated data were re-fitted.

G. Giardino et al.:Erratum: 3

Table 1. Best-fit parameters from the fits to the spectra of Elias 29, during 6 di!erent time intervals (PN data only), using an absorbed 1T

thermal model. Reduced!2 and null-hypothesis probability (P) for the fits are also given.

Time interval N(H) kT Z EM !2/d.o.f. P FX

N22 keV Z! EM53 F"13
seg1 5.7 ± 0.7 4.6 ± 0.9 1.0 ± 0.3 0.7 ± 0.3 1.0 0.6 1.8

flare 9.5 ± 2.0 4.1 ± 1.5 0.9 ± 0.3 4.5 ± 3.4 0.9 0.5 7.5

seg2 8.1 ± 1.3 3.1 ± 0.8 1.0 ± 0.3 0.7 ± 0.5 1.5 0.0 1.1

seg3 6.6 ± 0.8 3.4 ± 0.7 0.7 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.4 1.0 0.5 1.3

seg4 7.7 ± 0.6 3.7 ± 0.5 0.7 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.5 1.4 0.0 2.7

seg5 4.9 ± 0.4 4.7 ± 0.8 0.6 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.3 1.3 0.1 2.5

Units areN22 = 10
22 cm"2,EM53 = 10

53 cm"3, and F"13 = 10
"13 erg cm"2 s"1. The spectralfits were carried out in the energy range 1.0–9.0 keV.

Flux values refer to energy range 1.0-7.5 keV. The error bars are at 1".

Table 2. Best-fit parameters from the joint fits to PN,MOS1 and, MOS2 spectra of Elias 29, during 5 di!erent time intervals, using an absorbed

1T thermal model.

Time interval N(H) kT Z EM !2/d.o.f. P FX

N22 keV Z! EM53 F"13
seg1† 5.5 ± 0.5 4.4 ± 0.7 1.0 ± 0.2 0.9 ± 0.3 1.1 0.1 2.1

seg2† 7.4 ± 0.8 3.8 ± 0.7 0.8 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.3 1.6 0.0 1.3

seg3 6.6 ± 0.5 3.5 ± 0.5 0.7 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.3 1.1 0.2 1.7

seg4 7.5 ± 0.4 3.7 ± 0.4 0.7 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.4 1.5 0.0 3.0

seg5 5.7 ± 0.4 4.0 ± 0.5 0.5 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.4 1.6 0.0 2.3

†MOS1 data (mostly) unavailable for this time interval so only PN and MOS2 data were used.

Table 3. Best-fit parameters from the fits to the spectra of Elias 29, during 6 di!erent time intervals (PN data only), using an absorbed 1T

thermal model with an additional line at 6.4 keV (Fe fluorescent line). For the line, the total flux in the line (f6.4keV in units of f"6 = 10
"6

photons cm"2 s"1) and the equivalent width (W6.4 keV) are given.

Time interval N(H) kT Z EM f6.4keV W6.4 keV !2/d.o.f. P FX R6.4keV‡

N22 keV Z! EM53 f"6 eV F"13 %

seg1 5.5 ± 0.7 4.8 ± 1.0 1.1 ± 0.3 0.7 ± 0.3 0.1 ± 0.7 34.8 1.0 0.5 1.8 46

flare 9.4 ± 2.0 3.9 ± 1.4 0.9 ± 0.3 4.5 ± 3.4 2.0 ± 5.9 162.0 0.9 0.6 7.5 22

seg2 8.2 ± 1.3 2.8 ± 0.6 1.1 ± 0.3 0.8 ± 0.4 1.1 ± 0.6 834.0 1.3 0.1 1.1 0.1

seg3 6.6 ± 0.8 3.3 ± 0.6 0.7 ± 0.2 0.9 ± 0.4 0.5 ± 0.5 270.0 0.9 0.6 1.3 4.0

seg4 7.6 ± 0.6 3.6 ± 0.4 0.7 ± 0.1 1.7 ± 0.5 0.7 ± 0.7 171.0 1.3 0.1 2.7 3.1

seg5 4.9 ± 0.4 4.5 ± 0.8 0.6 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.3 1.1 ± 0.8 335.0 1.2 0.2 2.5 0.3

seg3+seg4+seg5# 6.4 ± 0.3 3.9 ± 0.3 0.6 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.3 330.0 1.3 0.0 2.1 0.0

‡Probability that a line with a best-fit value equal or greater than W6.4 keV could be due to a random fluctuation in the data, as estimated via

Monte Carlo simulations (see Sect. 3 and 4).

# Results for the fit to the source’s spectrum integrated over time intervals “seg3”, “seg4”, and “seg5”

Table 4. Best-fit parameters from joint fits to PN, MOS1 and MOS2 spectra of Elias 29, during 5 di!erent time intervals, using an absorbed 1T

thermal model with an additional line at 6.4 keV (Fe fluorescent line).

Time interval N(H) kT Z EM f6.4keV W6.4 keV !
2/d.o.f. P FX

N22 keV Z! EM53 f"6 eV F"13

seg1† 5.5 ± 0.5 4.3 ± 0.8 1.0 ± 0.2 0.9 ± 0.3 0.1 ± 0.7 26.6 1.2 0.1 2.1

seg2† 7.5 ± 0.8 3.5 ± 0.7 0.9 ± 0.2 0.9 ± 0.3 1.1 ± 0.7 539.0 1.4 0.0 1.3

seg3 6.7 ± 0.6 3.3 ± 0.5 0.7 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.4 0.4 ± 0.6 171.0 1.1 0.3 1.7

seg4 7.5 ± 0.4 3.5 ± 0.3 0.7 ± 0.1 1.9 ± 0.4 1.2 ± 0.7 288.0 1.4 0.0 3.0

seg5 5.8 ± 0.4 3.7 ± 0.5 0.5 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.4 1.2 ± 0.7 330.0 1.5 0.0 2.3

†MOS1 data (mostly) unavailable for this time interval so only PN and MOS2 data were used.

Giardino et al.  (2007,2009); see also Favata et al. (2005) 
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  Ne  1st  and 2nd  ionization potentials:  21.56 and 41.0  eV 

  Glassgold et al. (2007), Mejierink et al. (2008), Gorti & Hollenback (2008), 
Alexander(2008), Ercolano et al. (2009) 
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Fig. 6.— Spatial distribution of normalized S and S+ abundances, plotted in the manner of

Figure 1.

Fig. 7.— The spatial variation of the Ne II 12.81µm fine structure emissivity, defined by
equation (1), in units of erg cm!3s!1.

Mejierink et al. (2008) 



  28 YSOs in the DROXO field with high resolution  (R~600) Spitzer IRS spectra 

   25 X-ray sources  LX  

     3  not X-ray detected upper limits to LX 
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(Deep Rho Ophiuchi XMM-Newton Observation – PI:  S. Sciortino) 

Flaccomio et al., in press 
astro-ph:arXiv0906.4700 





  X-ray emission from SFRs is a complex multi-
faceted phenomenon (cloud, coronae, accretion, 
jets) 

  High energy phenomena now important for star 
formation and early stellar evolution 

  In the past 10 years Chandra & XMM-Newton have 
indeed produced new exciting results 

  We have now reached the limits of current 
instrumentation, and progress will be painful  
(e.g. for flare analysis, Fe6.4 keV line) 


